WELCOME TO A CHINA ADVENTURE
Departure – Air China Terminal

13 hour non-stop flight
TOUR BUSES
TOUR GUIDE
GREAT WALL SHERATON
BEIJING
DINING EXPERIENCE!
TEMPLE OF HEAVEN
THE GREAT WALL
“BUS 5” TOUR GROUP
Tiananmen Square
FORBIDDEN CITY
Imperial Palace
BEIJING MARKET PLACE
THE SUMMER PALACE
SILK FACTORY
CLOISONNE ART
RICKSHAW RIDE IN THE HUTONG
HUTONG HOME
LUNCH WITH HUTONG FAMILY
SUZhou – The Venice of China
SUZHOU CANALS
HANGZHOU TEA HOUSE
BOAT CRUISE ON WEST LAKE - HANGZOU
LINGYIN – “The Soul’s Retreat”
Grotto Art
LINGYIN TEMPLE
SHANGHAI
SHANGHAI “CHINA TOWN”
NIGHT LIGHTS OF SHANGHAI
HEADING HOME